Rodins Later Drawings Geissbuhler Elisabeth Chase
an interpretation rodin's adam - metropolitan museum of art - an interpretation of rodin's adam alicia
faxon assistant professor of art history, simmons college rodin's adam, of which the metropolitan museum ...
elizabeth chase geissbuhler, rodin: later drawings (bos- ton, 1963) p. 19. 87 ? the metropolitan museum of art
1984 metropolitan museum journal 17 © gurlitt provenance research project object record ... - rodin’s
visit in italy in 1876. those albums are preserved at the musée rodin. georges grappe, former curator at the
museum, is believed to have separated individual pages from the albums and to have sold these on the art
market in the 1930s. it is unclear whether this may be one such work. © gurlitt provenance research
project object record ... - several figure studies of medea and ugolino are known in rodin’s work, making the
identification of this figure ambiguous. the personal papers found in ornelius gurlitt’s salzburg home include a
collection of about 2,400 photographs of artworks. photograph no. 2.2_f2110 is a reproduction of this work.
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